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AMPLIFIER DR/3
This is the disc recording amplifier used in Mobile Recording Units T.29 and T.30
(See

Item

6.3).

'x'or recording,the microphone outputis connected to its input and keys on the front panel
are operated so as to introduce frequencycorrection, designed partly to reduce the lowfrequency
response in order to prevent the cutter from breaking through the walls between adjacent
grooves in the record and partly to provide correction for the non-linearity of the particular

cutterhead in use. The cutterhead correction circuit is arranged as a self-contained unit,
having components of values specially chosen for the particular cutterhead, and can be
readily changed if the cutterhead in use is changed.
The amplifier is also used for play-back purposes for amplifying the pick-up output and
applJ'rng it to the input of the loudspeaker amplifier. In this case it is required to operate
as a straight amplifier and the keys provided on the front panel must therefore be operated
so as to switch the correction out of circuit.

Circuit

It is a 4-stage resistance coupled amplifier with a screened input transformer and with
the output of the final stage choke-capacity coupled to the output transformer. The volume
control which is mounted externally to the amplifler is connected in the input to the second
stage. The bass-cutting correction circuit is connected, via break contacts of the key No. 68,
in the input to the third stage and the circuit providing special correction for the particular
cutterhead in use is connected

in the input to the fina1 stage.

When the key controlling the bass-cutting correction is thrown so as to close its make
contacts, the correction circuit connected in the input to the third stage is left open-circuited
and a 30,000 ohm resistance substituted for it. When the key controlling the special correction
is operated a short circuit is placed across the correction circuit connected in the input to

the final stage.
Both the input and output of the amplifier are brought out to jachs, duplicate jacks
being provided in the case of the output.
The supplies for operating the amplifier are obtained from D.C. machines and are applied
to the amplifier, via smoothing units incorporated in the supply unit SHL/I, by means of a
cord fitted with Niphan connectors. The L.T. and H.T. circuits are both completed by the
same switch, and the H.T. leads to the valves in the first three stages are separately decoupled
in the usual manner. A milliammeter reading 0-20 mA is fitted, which in conjunction with
keys provided in the H.T. lead to the final stage and in the common H.T. lead to the first
three stages, enables the anode currents to be read accordingly. The grid bias is automatic.
Circui.t Diagyam

attached.
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Working Voltage Gain
(a) Testing Conditions
Keys to Reproducing, position.
Volume Control set in position for maximum output.
Output loaded vrith 600 ohms and at approximately zero levol.
(Correction out of circuit.)

Gain at 1,000 c/s.

89

t 2

db.

(b) Testing Conditions.
Yolume Control set in position for maximum output.
Output loaded with 600 ohms.
Bass-cutting correction key to Recordinp
)

position.

Special correction key

position.

I

Bass-cuttring correction in circuit
special correction out of circuit.

to Reproducing I U"t
)

Level at input, at all test frequencies, adjusted
'v

Gain

at

c/s.
c/s.
250 cls.
500 c/s.
2,000 c/s.
3,000 c/s.
4,000 c/s.
5,000 c/s.
6,000 c/s.
' 7,000 c/s.
50

100

8,000 c/s.

to -g0

db.

-Il.b + I db.
-8.2 t I db.

-4.2 + Idb.
-2.0 ;t I db.
+2.0 + I db.
+3.4 + Idb.
+4.5 + f db.
+5.6 + Idb.

Relative to
gain at 1,000 cis.
undor the
same testing

conditions.

+6.5 + Id.b.
+7.5 + I db.
+8.5 + r db.
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